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Ultra-thin solid laminate worksurfaces

Zenith
Colle c t i o n

Offering an ultra-thin worksurface solution, which can be
shaped and styled on site thanks to its solid core, not to mention
it’s Enhanced Performance Technology making it even more hard
wearing than traditional laminate surfaces, our brand new Zenith
Collection has it all.
With a stunning range of decors to choose from, each with design enhancing
surface textures and a beautiful solid black core, this is a worksurface solution
without limits – so let it peak your imagination!

Surface Finishes
The surface ﬁnish can transform a decor and bring it to life, with 3
great textures incorporated through the range, the decors look and
feel more realistic than ever.
Roche

(RO)

The depth of slate and concrete, highlighted by an
embossed matt relief which gives them a sensual touch
beyond compare.

Granite

(GR)

Decors full of character, brought to life by a granite-like,
subtle satin structure for a raw material sensation.

Why choose a Zenith
worksurface?

Linimat

Long veins, blended or contrasted, emphasised by a

• The 12.5mm ultra–thin appearance creates the most contemporary and cutting
edge design statement.

linear, ﬂat structure which restores the authenticity of
the wood.

• Its extra black solid core offers complete design ﬂexibility to incorporate curves
without the need for re-edging.
• Being 100% waterproof allows under mount sink installation as well as
drainer grooves.

(LM)

How is your Zenith worksurface made?

• The double sided decorative surface makes it ideal for cabinet framing, breakfast
bar waterfall sides and co-ordinated shelving.
• Ready to install on site with standard tooling, avoids ﬁtting complexity time
and cost.
• Enhanced Performance Technology provides a superior worksurface that is as
reliable as it is stunning.

High Resistance Overlay

• Square edge

Decorative sheet, identical
on both sides

• Self-supporting

• Realistic and sensual surface textures to enhance designs.

• Machinable through its thickness

• A cost effective alternative to artiﬁcial stone.

• 12.5mm solid core laminate worksurface

Extra black core made up
of layers of kraft paper

Creating the Zenith
bespoke look
Apart from its ultra-thin appearance making it the most
contemporary and cutting edge worksurface choice, Zenith also
offers a host of other design enhancing features for complete
ﬂexibility to create a design exactly suited to your space. The
best bit is, it can all be done on-site without the cost and time
of templating.
Under mount sinks

Double sided decorative surface
With a decorative surface to both sides, the application

Zenith is the ideal material for ﬁtting under mount sinks

doesn’t have to stop at the worksurface. Add a breakfast

thanks to its 100% waterproof solid core. A great &

bar waterfall side, frame your base units or add some

practical way to ﬁnish the look is the addition of drainer

open shelving to create a co-ordinated design statement.

grooves, which are easily machined on site.

Curves
Incorporate the sleek ﬂow of curves for a truly stunning
ﬁnish to any design. With no re-edging required thanks
to the solid black core, external curves can easily be
incorporated on site, or utilise our pre-curved corner
module for an incredibly simple internal curve solution.

Accessories
Highly practical and easy to ﬁt, our Zenith range
also includes co-ordinating splashbacks and upstands
that allow you to continue your chosen design from
worksurface to wall. The end result speaks for itself and offers a great alternative to tiling.

Enhanced Performance
Technology
Enhanced Performance Technology provides superior performance
against heat, wear, water and impact* assuring a worksurface that is
as reliable as it is stunning.
Water resistant**
100% waterproof
Resistance to water, steam, stains and
chemical products.

Impact resistant**
500g impact
Resistance to impact up to 500g from 2m
maximum drop (excluding sharp objects).

Wear resistant**
400 revs
Resistance to abrasion up to 400 revolutions
in the Taber Abraser test.

Heat resistant**
220ºC heat
Resistance to high temperatures up to
220ºC (for 10min).

*The additional performance provided from Enhanced Performance Technology does not replace standard care and maintenance and precautions should still be utilised in the form of heat protectors
and chopping boards to avoid damaging the surface. **Tested to EN438 standards.

Quality
All Zenith surfaces conform to EN standards, through ISO 9001:2008
business management systems. Our site is a safe, healthy place to work too,
conforming to BS EN ISO 19001:2007 through the Occupational Health and
Safety system (OHSAS). We are also supported by the BM TRADA Certiﬁcation
Body – an organisation that provides independent certiﬁcation, testing,
inspection, training and technical services around the world.
As holders of the furniture and kitchen
industry’s top quality FIRA GOLD
certiﬁcation, you can be conﬁdent your
Zenith surface is of a consistently
high standard.

‘Surfaces as
reliable as they
are stunning’

Sanitized®
All of our Zenith worksurfaces are technologically
advanced and super-hygienic. They are treated with
Sanitized® antibacterial hygiene function that destroys
more than 99% of bacteria in just 24 hours.*
*This does not replace general cleaning or food hygiene. Active biocidal substance: silver ions.
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